Firebird 99

It has a motorized windshield wiper, real electric horn, gear shift and electric directional signals... it's a firebird 99 sports car. Two-and-a-half-year-old Sally Carpenter spotted the red and yellow plastic Romco toy priced at $5.60 at Daly's, 4518 North Woodward. She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Glenn Carpenter, 584 Pleasant, Birmingham.

Music, Music

Music, Music, A 17-key accordion which comes in a variety of tones is a must on your shopping list.

Educational Game

Clock and calendar is an educational game to help raise the intelligence quotient of the youngsters in a pleasant way.

backyard golf game

Have Gun, Will Shoot

Hold-up men and dangerous Indiana hiding in the dark corners of the living room range are as good as dead when a boy is armed with a Mattel Stage Coach Set. John Guenther, 4, of 3143 Lakewood, Birmingham, was trying out the authentic looking six-gun and model Winchester rifle while shopping with his mother, Mrs. John Guenther, at The Variety Shop, 321 Pierce, Birmingham. The gun set sells for $11.91. The shop handles all types of sporting goods, toys and sport clothing. Manager Vince Sartor said the store has expanded its hockey equipment department and has a complete line of ski equipment.

Indoors or outdoors, "Skotch Golf" has a mechanism that lets pros and duffers alike take an actual swing at the ball, and an engineered gear assembly indicates the distance the ball would have traveled.

It has all the hazards—such as sand traps, water holes, tree areas—and the excitement of an actual 9-hole game. $65.

As shown in October's "Gentlemen's Quarterly" magazine.

Princeton Prep

for young men

Member of the American Institute of Men's and Boy's Wear

237 Pierce - Birmingham

MI 6-6166

R. H. Stone Products


PHONE: WD 2-1104-0, if you prediley

PICK UP at 1144 Grant Street, Birmingham

Every Day

Something New

to Play

Build dozens of things

You get enough blocks to build planes, trains, fire stations, puppet theatres, Wild West hideouts, circus rings, dog houses... a link endless as your child's imagination... BIG things to play with... pretend with by the hour... in the kind of creative play that helps children learn and grow!

Sturdy—Safe

Things they build are steady—safe to climb on, fun to crawl into thanks to the interlocking ends on each Jumbo-size block. The Mor-Pla Interlock is so simple, children enjoy the satisfaction of building by themselves—no need to ask you for help.

Made of clear, beautiful, Ponderosa pine lumber, sanded flawlessly smooth. Set includes: twelve 6x6x12-inch blocka, four 4x4x16-inch beams... $33

(Etched delivery charge)

Free stores out of the way of 12 square inches.

Famous in kindergartens around the world

NOW FOR YOUR CHILD'S CHRISTMAS

Build stores... boats... bridges... a world of fascinating things!

MOR-PLA JUMBO-BLOX